Travelling Directions

From Leipzig/Halle Airport to Leipzig Central Station and further to your hotel
Train connection to Leipzig Central Station
Leipzig Central Station can be accessed directly by train. The FlughafenExpress leaves from Halle/Leipzig
Airport to Leipzig Central Station every hour. A one-way trip takes 14 minutes.
Your hotel is located in the city centre that can only be accessed by passengers. Leave the Central Station
through the West Hall and cross the following Willy-Brandt-Platz to straightly reach Nikolaistraße. Follow
this street for about 150 m until you reach Nikolaikirchhof. Your hotel (Motel One) is located just to your
right.
Arrival by car
On the terminal ring take the first exit at the roundabout onto S 8a. Turn right to merge onto A 14 towards
Leipzig/Dresden. Take exit 23 »Leipzig-Mitte« towards Wittenberg/Bad Düben/Delitzsch (B 2).
Follow the signs for B 2 Leipzig-Mitte. Turn right onto Brandenburger Straße (B 6). Continue to follow B 6
until you reach the Central Station (Hauptbahnhof). Take the parking lodge »Hauptbahnhof West,« since
the city centre is only accessible to passengers. Follow the above mentioned route to your hotel.

From Leipzig Central Station to Schaubühne Lindenfels
By Public Transport
Go to the tram station »Hauptbahnhof« and take the Tram 14 into direction »Plagwitz.« During the day,
this tram leaves every 20 minutes. Detrain at the station »Karl-Heine-/Merseburger Str.« which is the
eighth station after you have entrained. The station is located in front of the entrance of the Schaubühne
Lindenfels (Karl-Heine-Straße 50), only 20 meters distant.

By Car
Leave the Willy-Brandt-Platz at Central Station in a northwesterly direction (Tröndlinring, B 87 into direction Merseburg/Stadium). Go straight on about 3 km onto Jahnallee. After passing the Elster river basin,
follow the main road by turning left, onto the Lützner Straße (still B 87) and then – at the next traffic lights
– turning left again, onto Zschochersche Straße. At the next crossing turn right onto Karl-Heine-Straße. Your
destination is located on the right side of the street (Karl-Heine-Straße 50).

From Schaubühne Lindenfels to University Library Albertina
By Public Transport
Go to the tram station »Karl-Heine-/Merseburger Str.« and take Tram 14 into direction »Hauptbahnhof.«
Change at »Westplatz« to Tram 2 into direction »Naunhofer Straße« and detrain at »Neues Rathaus.«
You will reach Bibliotheca Albertina by following Harkortstraße to your right and turn right again into
Beethovenstraße. Your destination will be on the right (Beethovenstraße 6).

By Car
Head northeast on Karl-Heine-Straße (leave the Schaubühne Lindenfels left hand) towards City Centre (Zentrum). Continue onto Käthe-Kollwitz-Straße. At the second traffic lights turn right onto Marschnerstraße.
Continue to the roundabout, take the second exit onto Beethovenstraße. Your destination will be on the
left (Beethovenstraße 6).

